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2021 International Conference of East-Asian Association for Science Education 
 
Greetings!! It is my great honor to announce the 2021 International Zoom Conference East-
Asian Association for Science Education, Shizuoka, Japan. As all of you have known that 
2020 ICEASE at Korea was canceled because of COVID 19. We are all straggling with the 
unbelievable difficulties in all of the activities as human beings. We are all living in the 
middle of historical epoch within the time of great changes of Global community. 
 
Our theme this time is settled down as “Asian Collaboration Towards the Development of 
New Science Education for the Future; the Wise Preparation with SDGs/STEM” This theme 
has strong connection not only with the COVID 19, but also with rapid changes of Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Liberal Arts, and Mathematics toward SDGs. We will be able to 
find good solutions towards many issues that coming up globally. Those issues and problems 
cannot find proper solutions without good collaborations among all of the countries in the 
world. 
 
I would express my great thanks to all of the participants for 2021 International Zoom 
Conference EASE. Your presentations, your ideas, your questions and our discussions will 
be able to elaborate super solutions for the future!! 
 
We will have six keynote speakers including myself, who will be able to provide stimulated 
ideas and research results for our researches in science education. I strongly  
wish that all of the participants should listen to their keynote speakers carefully. 
 
Let us enjoy by joining EASE. New members and old members should attend the all-member 
meeting and please vote for the new president and new executive members from each region. 
Also, we will welcome new country members for EASE. They are the researcher from 
Thailand and Indonesia! Welcome to EASE!! In a near future, I would like to propose that 
we should upgrade the name from EASE to Asian Association of Science Education (AASE). 




President of EASE, 2018-2021  
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Japan Educational Mutual Aid 
Association of Welfare Foundation 
zip: 420-0856
Shizuoka Prefecture Education Hall 4F, 
1-12,Aoiku,  Sunnpu-machi, Shizuoka-
shi,Shizuoka Pref.,Japan TEL 054-205-5130 
We are supporting students, a guardian, and 
the educational personnel!  
We have been contributing in terms of educational promotion at Shizuoka 
Prefecture according to the scholarship enterprise (student-loan and student-
loan grant), educational research promotion services (educational activity 
encouragement / training assistance / educational practice research papers  
reports, etc.), and education cultural projects (parents-and-teachers-
association activities support, area training culture support, etc.).  
Moreover, we strive for the substantial welfare works (gifts of happiness 
as the family, gifts for the memorial events, etc., discount coupon for the 
hotels, complete physical examination assistance, etc.) to you, the 
educational persons who are the members, and we provide grace to the life. 
These enterprises are developed by the policy dividend of the Nikkokyo 
insurance which are carrying out as a mutual aid project (cooperated 
insurance foundation). Those projects send you lifelong relief, a source of 
revenue, and, support the educational fullness and development for the 
children who challenge tomorrow.
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